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GAME-PLAN INTRODUCTION:

Hello,
My name is Janice Ainsley and I am one of a growing collective of informed people who
shares life enhancing information with population networks, with the common idea of
improving the natural sustainability of life on Earth.
Twenty years ago, who would have thought that we are all part of Corporate Human Resource
Management organizations, whose waste products include millions of damaged people and
vast amounts of non-returnable natural resources. With forecasts of worse to come and
developing circumstances already changing our lives, the general meaning of sacrifice has
already been upgraded to new levels of deception and population reduction agendas.

Janice Ainsley

nlp Life Assistant

WARMICH-AUSTRALIA
COLLECTIVE-ENERGIES-OZ

FLIGHT-EXTRAORDINAIRE
warmich28..bigpond.com

What NLP is and how it controls everyone‟s life.
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) is the use of word-meanings, which
describes how the language of our mind produces the qualities of our
behavior.
NLP takes the viewpoint of looking at "how" the system works, not why.
NLP has been mystified over the years and somewhat complicated by long
technical words that confuse even the trained spotters amongst us.
The most un-used official definition is that NLP is a powerful way to control
and manipulate individuals and populations who support and rely on EgoBelief Systems for security and sense of self. It is about world power!
NLP is about getting what is w you or others program to happen.
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CATALYST OF CHANGE
As highly dependent stakeholders in the welfare of Earth‟s natural
resources and life-forms, if our interests are ever to be based on a
solid foundation of life-enhancing knowledge and healthy selfmanaged intentions, we all could use a harmless catalyst-ofchange which is simple, comprehensive and universal to all
people.
It could be that the most self-responsible and naturally appropriate
catalyst to cause change towards sustainable universal
existence is none other than a Global Census-of-CitizenIntent, relating to how masses are being deceived and trained to
think and act according to suggestive multi-media programs and
cultural agendas being marketed and networked throughout all
Global communities.

A CENSUS OF INTENT IS
THE CHOPPING POINT OF TIME
AND THE WAY TO A NEW EARTH,
NEW WORLDS AND NEW LIFE!

WE WERE NOT BORN AS FOOLS,
BUT WE HAVE BEEN USED AS SUCH!

A CENSUS OF INTENT LEADS TO
FREEDOM OF CHOICE FOR
PEOPLE !
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ENTHUSIASM
A COMPREHENSIVE AND TOTALLY SUSTAINABLE
MENTAL HEALTH AND SYSTEM REFORM CATALYST
Public Introduction,
„Enthusiasm‟ began as a simple conception on August 31, 1991 and eventually developed into
what you see now. Finally, after many years time-testing and tremendous excitement, the
public birthing of this extraordinary people-helping-people event has occurred.
Call it what you want, - A Magic Wonderland Adventure
- A Weapon of mass anti-destruction, or even
- A scary invasion from THE UNKNOWN,
but the real fact is that a universal way to use the real truth of how we have been programmed
is now in your hands and not just the hands of corporate powers. A completely transparent
way or cause an end to harmful mass-manipulating population control agendas.
The main aim of this letter is to attract people‟s attention to how we can all capitalize on a
natural way of using universal truth to form a much healthier public bond with corporate
control centers with a powerful strategic action-plan to stop corrupt social/economic and
environmental devastation. The birthing of a natural universal system has begun in Australia
and each one of us is being offered a very real opportunity to become part of the mid-wife
platoon.
It‟s probably not really a surprise to most, that this event is occurring, as religions have been
discussing its arrival since u-no-wen………. Please, treat yourself to a complimentary tour
of this unique wonderland adventure and then decide if you are going to celebrate or
sacrifice your connection to its……But, before you decide to accept or deny this
invitation,…..you are being urged to evaluate the benefits and risks of your final decision.
For every effect there is a cause, so when there is enough human intent and
enthusiasm to create a better world for all life, then it will happen.

Vivian Bryte-

Universal Reality Medium.

Collective-Energies-Oz
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PROGRAM CODE: „O-MEN‟
The program represents a timeless system formula, re-formatted to a unique reality
restructuring business-of-life portfolio designed to provide every World-citizen
with a no-limit level playing field and a completely transparent game-of-life plan.
A REAL OPTION FOR PEOPLE TO BE SELF-RESPONSE-ABLE.

The information provided within „ENTHUSIASM‟ is
presented as an extraordinary social and
economic journey to „The Beginning‟
and „The End„, through the
space of time, to the
cause of all
things

SYSTEM-INTENT

(THE SOURCE AND POSSESSION OF
CONSCIOUSNESS)
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KEY ACTIONS
2009---2013

AROUSAL DOWN-UNDER
(Arousing the self‟s natural survival instincts)

FLIGHT-EXTRAORDINAIRE
(Releasing the self from hazardous conditioning.)

THE WAKE OF CAPITALISM
(Burial and re-birth formalities.)

PENETRATING AWAKENING
(Entering eternal newness.)

TRANSFORMING
FEAR INTO ETERNAL FREEDOM
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ENTHUSIASM‟S
RELATIONSHIP WITH METAPHYSICS
For the benefit of those who are not yet aware of the listed words, names and meanings, The
Oxford English Reference Dictionary and the Internet has been used for the following
descriptions of awareness contributions which form the solid foundation of this unique
human-resource system-release-program.
Metaphysics: The branch of philosophy that deals with the first principles of things,
including such concepts as being, knowing, substance, essence, cause, identity, time
and space.
Enthusiasm: A strong interest or admiration, great eagerness, (Greek
connection-Theos)

Mythical Tour-Guides:
Eos-Aurora: The Greek-Roman goddess of the dawn (or beginnings). The word
Eos is related to the word Easter, in that they have the same symbolic meanings, such as
rebirth, resurrection and newness.
Tithonus: A mortal who (before being transformed into an immortal
cricket/grasshopper), produced two sons with Eos, one of whom became the King of
Babylon.
Pandora: A mortal who released a „box‟ of surprises into the World for the
benefit of Mankind.
ENTHUSIASM-( As a public catalyst of universal change) A practical reality mindrelease plan for people who are living within the control of Capitalism (or any other ‟Manmade‟ master-system.) The plan shows how people can safely escape from being unnaturally
harmed and controlled by Subjective Information Networks which use hazardous
emotional-response programming required to manipulate and control human
minds.
Some of the main benefits attached to this action-plan include such things as:
a. A new peace and harmony reality system including socialeconomic reform and absolute citizen-empowered equality.
b. Universal self-responsible mental and physical health reform.
c. No conflict, no unnatural hardships, no class distinctions.
excesses and definitely no criminal or warfare activities.
d. No debt-creation and suffering.
e. ACCEPTANCE, ENJOYMENT and ENTHUSIASM..
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THE JOURNEY
INTROUCTION

The Enthusiasm Journey is a major part of a unique human
welfare program which has arrived through a natural collective
need to address and deal with corrupted social and economic
disorders occurring throughout all Australian communities.
The program represents a strategic maneuver from FlightExtraordinaire, the first phantom division of a new type of
communities-owned and controlled „flat-line‟ collective (CollectiveEnergies-Oz), which operates in accordance with public demand
for conflict-free existence. ENTHUSIASM is aimed at arming citizens
with self-empowering human resource knowledge for the sole
purpose of producing non-conflict relationships and sustainable
social and economic infrastructures.
Every member of Humanity is invited to be a part of this
extraordinary adventure into the amazing world of practical magic
and abundance, where individuals and communities can inspect
the „real workings‟ relating to system-controlled cause and effects
programming, and see how to attract sustainable mental and
physical freedom, including financial and environmental security.
To help you appreciate the value of this extraordinary evolutionary
adventure, three identities from the ancient Greek world of
practical magic have dedicated their knowledge and effort towards
fulfilling their evolutionary linguistic mission to share natural
wealth and unlimited abundance.
Introducing your personal tour-guides ………Tithonus,
and his charming wife…..Eos and her assistant…..Pandora
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Welcome to

AUSTRALIA‟S DREAMTIME
ADVENTURE TO A SUSTAINABLE
WORLD OF PRACTICAL MAGIC
To ensure a safe and fulfilling journey through occasional alien or
hostile environments, the Warmich Total Quality Consumer
Protection Service is equipping each passenger with its latest
security and „treasure-hunting‟ technology.
GENERAL TRAVEL-CHAT
Throughout all Australian communities, some of the most
dreamed-about subjects include ones of doom and gloom,
population explosion, environment abuse, miss-use of nonreplaceable energy resources and the all-important disharmony
within relationships.
Have you ever thought about how we might really be aliens, using a
primary power-system designed to constantly seek and destroy. Or,
could we be a natural versatile life-form having a collective bad
dream and thinking that we are all slaves to an organization called
CHAOS, (ie, Collective Hierarchies Associations Of Subjectivity),
a dream-control group who have ‟the job‟ to direct and maintain
mass deception and defense formations.
Could it be that what we have been shown in the first few years of
our lives, about how to respond to relationships and
circumstances, has in fact trapped most of the World‟s people in a
false and hazardous state of emotional slavery.
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FEELINGS OF ENTRAPPMENT
Even now that the danger has invaded our homes, work-places and
recreation venues with toxic chemicals and disease of the mind and
body, we are kept in the darkness of deception, not able to find
natural peace, happiness and healthy enthusiasm,…………. until
now!
Who thinks they are able to use „free-choice‟ with their ability to
respond to the circumstances of life? We are told that we are
responsible for our choices and have some sort of right to a
personal opinion, false and dangerously conflicting as they can be.
We are also told that we are endowed with a mind/brain or
control-station functioning as a personal life-support centre
similar to the way computers work, where programmed responseinformation remains constantly effective until new response
programming is installed and accepted. Can you see how any
individual or group could be legally accountable or responsible for
their choice-driven actions when there is so much incriminating
evidence showing that all human behaviour is being directed by
external systematic emotional-response programming working
through the polarized facilities of human minds?
DEFEATED OR FOOLISH IGNORANCE!
There are many people on Earth who dream about a better quality
of life in a safe and healthy conflict-free environment. What do we
mean when we say “NO” to conflict, war, avoidable suffering and
corruption, then continue to produce and support more of it? Are
we not the victims who have been tricked into endorsing and
supporting corrupted World Powers? Without a unified people‟s
plan-of-action to stop the rot and enough human resources to
implement such a plan, can we, as a threatened life-form expect
anything else apart from more controlled
and more hazardous effects?
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THE END OF THE TUNNEL
In the past most of us did not have easy access to actual human-behaviour
cause and effects information. But now the real information relating to how
masses are manipulated with false and deceptive negative emotional response
programming has become widespread general knowledge, and yet we are still
not able to stop destructive ways without a universal catalyst-of-change.
By now you may have realized that this very valuable and exciting adventure is
to FREEDOM and must negotiate all active and non-active programmed
fear-barriers. If you are not prepared to continue this journey to freedom,
simply burn the words, depart from this journey and proceed through the
illusionary limitations of the Ego-Belief System and attempt to forget that
light is death to darkness, just as conflict and preventable suffering means
death to health and happiness.

AROUSED DOWN-UNDER
How do you feel about perception (personal reality) being a
produced effect, fed from manipulating information networks?
Can you explain any possible reason for the exploding numbers
of Australians who are diagnosed with mental disorders?
If you were delegated with the job to immobilize and control a
Nation„s human resources, would you not focus on using mind,
water and food toxicities to create and treat (not fix) mental and
physical disorders with toxic chemicals and victim management
programs?
Can you see how fear is willfully created to manipulate people„s
ability to choose and think?
Do you think every Australian should have a clear
unrestricted
opportunity to receive the life-quality benefits discussed on this
journey?
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WALL-HANGINGS
If you wanted to, could you describe what type of alternative
governing reality-system would be best for Humanity to employ?
Is there any true meaning to „Fear of the unknown‟ until the
„unknown‟ is found?
Does competition, Capitalism or any other man-made system
create many more losers than winners?
Do you think that media information distribution networks have
invested interests in helping corporations capture and control
large populations of consumer-minds?
For all the gamblers on board; - it may be found that some
working knowledge of the Enthusiasm Portfolio could
provide extra security with risk-prevention strategies.
Can you see any practical meaning or feel any emotional
difference between:

LIVE --------- EVIL
and
LIVED -------- DEVIL
and
DOG-----------GOD
Could they just be words in the mirror of life, or maybe just „Spirit clues‟
created by past population-control designers?
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THE POWER OF THOUGHTS
There is a common deception growing in the garden of life indicating that
negative thoughts cannot cause harm. Global health authorities and governing
bodies know that the quality of thinking, visualizing or dreaming has a major
and probably total influence over the mental and physical health of all humans
and therefore including the health of our global social and economic
infrastructures.
It may not have attracted your attention yet, but if our childhood negative
emotional-response training is permitted to be active throughout adult lives,
then those lives have not been initiated to harmonious life-skills and are at
extreme risk of experiencing periods of artificially induced ill-health and a
high probability of premature death.
THE HIDDEN ORDER OF CHAOS
We are all living in an age of high-speed advanced technology, where most
children are being taught about how to control others and seek and
destroy programs. This is only one clear example of how population
leaders manipulate people‟s minds into producing and supporting the
avalanche of destruction and toxic pollution that we know so well.
There are many places on Earth where children are taught to kill and brutalize
other humans before they are ten years old. In other places where electronic
devices are available, the children have been deceived into seek and destroy
training at home, at schools and where they play.
Is it not apparent that if the current wave of grown uninitiated children do
not succeed with total social and environmental destruction, it seems certain
that if practical preventative measures are not implemented, the children of
today will easily complete the process.
WHEN THE DEVESTATION STOPS
For those who have ventured this far, some may feel overwhelmed by the
sheer magnitude of what this adventure could mean to Humanity‟s possible
options to avoid mutant control and probable extinction.
Behold! We have arrived at a place where the last-option ticketgiver is waiting for your hand.
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A SICK JOKE!

ARE HUMANS TOO SMART FOR THEIR OWN GOOD?

Have you ever wondered why most Australian schools do not teach
how and why majorities are manipulated without their consent to
harmful consequences?
How many unsuspecting citizens in every Australian community are suffering
from preventable chronic to severe health symptoms, harmful thinking
programs, unfulfilled lives and preventable premature death? Why would
anyone possibly think that corporate-controlled agendas have no connection
to these wasted lives?
Mind manipulation experts have long known that human behavior can be
taught and bought. We know by our own experiences that Subjective
Information Networks
(commonly known as the system of SIN) working with multi-media modeling
programs have shown us how to create millions of victims and profit from
controlling their mental and physical circumstances. Not only have we been
programmed on how to think and choose, we are programmed to use
„Belief‟ instead of „fact‟.

SAFE JOURNEY

Yes, this journey, apart from being timely appropriate, easily demonstrated
and eternally rewarding, it is about arriving at a very real destination where
there is a world of awareness and everlasting joy, with schools that teach
universal truth and associated business-of-life sustainability.
MATRIX DONATION FROM ‟THE KEY-MAKER

„A CENSUS-OF-INTENT‟

Who is not prepared to commit to a life-enhancing un-corruptible
census? Definitely not Governments, drug companies, weapon
manufacturers, organized crime Heads or Australian community councils!
There are only two ways to avoid severe consequences of non-commitment
and they are:- leaving the Planet and dying. Before long, each citizen will have
completed their own informed census and re-committed intent-declaration.
Even if we all voted for more of what we are trapped in now, we might be
better off, because then we could own-up to our wicked ways and get rid of
opposing conflicts, such as Governments, religious cults, human rights laws
and do-gooders. In effect, we could all party and plunder until Earth was
totally cleared of its most toxic and destructive life-form.
Any certainty for a conflict-free future is absolutely dependant on informed universal
awareness and models of collective change that can be easily demonstrated to the rest of
Earth‟s human populations.
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..ELIXIR OF LIFE..
Awakening THE TRUE SELF using

Natural Laws of Attraction
and
the following natural life prescription:

“With the unconditional truth of existence,
I have been awakened to the controlling powers
of the „Ego-Belief System‟ and have released
myself from its destructive hypnotic control.”

HOW TO USE THIS POWERFUL ELIXIR OF LIFE

Procedure: Upon awakening each morning for a period of
Not less than thirty-one days, mentally consume The Universal
Prescription two or three times. If you miss a day and wish to
gain freedom and a better life, then you must re-start the program.

WARNING ! Your system-controlled Ego-Belief-Self will not
want you to consume this powerful elixir of life and will use
various implanted programs to prevent you from claiming your
freedom.
This complimentary Golden Aussie Program is now yours for free.
You can safely use it to release yourself from the Ego-Belief
System‟s dangerous deceptive hypnotic powers. Unless you have a
legitimate reason to remain an enslaved servant to corrupted
emotional-response programming, then this extraordinary
adventure to freedom and abundance is yours for the taking.

The effects of life are absolute products of:
INTENTION + PLAN + ACTION
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WAIT A MOMENT!
Would you not be wasting your time and energy by assessing any new
information before verifying its validity with accountable knowledge?
Doesn‟t the real proof of an experience come from personal involvement or
does it come from opinion and assumption?
Maybe you are already in the process of awakening to how and why people are
manipulated with deception and false emotional-response training. Maybe
you are already experiencing the freedom and benefits of living without
conflict, or even more importantly, thinking that emotional stress is a natural
part of life and negative consequences are unavoidable.
Providing that no appropriate new action to stop hazardous emotional
programming from creating harm, there is no other option but to remain one
of the many fantasy-enslaved servants controlled by personal fear-promoting
demons working for a personalized system-employed executive warden in
charge of your emotions and response-behaviour.
SYSTEM-VICTIMS / CORPORATE-SLAVES
WARDEN-MANIA / EGO-BELIEF-ROBOTS

Get used to It! World populations have to be culled or brought to
sustainable order. Does anyone want to be sacrificed before their
natural end-time? ……………………….. NOT LIKELY!
Have you and your family got a practical plan to stay ‟safe‟?
Are controlling corporations you support providing any better
options, other than more control? ………..... NOT LIKELY!
FACE THE FACTS!…….Earth is going to be a much better place

with only one seventh of its current populations, if Earth‟s citizens
fail to respond in a practical united manner, to how we are being
led to „slaughter‟, then so-be-it! At least, the minds consuming
these words now have the best possible opportunity to:

BE A SURVIVOR AND LIVE!
OR
BE ABUSED AND LIFE-WASTED BY
YOUR-WARDEN!
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THERE‟S A SNAKE IN THE GRASS
Are not thoughts the fuel that fills each mind and
from that fuel comes the quality of our world!

THE REAL ARMAGEDDON
The greatest war in the history of human existence has begun. It is
a global war where every adult person is required to direct their
intentions within their own minds to identify and immobilize
system-implanted sub-conscious deception and false emotionalresponse programming.
When the universal process described on page 10 and document 2L
is collectively complete there will be no more wars or conflict,
as there will be no more need !
Your inner guide, sometimes called Ego, who is a systememployed prison-warden in charge of your mental welfare will
automatically say; “Don‟t do it, you won‟t be able to get to
freedom because my corporate instructions are to keep
you blinded from escaping.”
Because it‟s the quality of your life that is on the chopping-block,
you need to give the target your best shot with a committed do
or die attitude.
Unlike the dead and the non-returnable dying souls, we are being
granted our very-last option to get things together and be true to
each other,…..true to the environment and true to all future now‟s.
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CORPORATE SLAVERY
There are a variety of standard tools and programs used to control
people and maintain mass blindness to controlling agendas. Are
you a servant to a hazardous belief system based on deception, or
are you experiencing the benefits of universal vision and emotional
empowerment?
The items listed are just a few of the common tools used by
governing bodies to achieve the goals of deceptive manipulating
agendas.
BRIEF VICTIM-CONTROL TOOL-LIST
All forms of belief, including „OPINION‟
All forms of emotional fear programs
Should do‟s and don‟ts (Dictatorships)
Deceptive marketing programs
Cynicism, skepticism and assumption
Negative emotional-response training
Harmful mind-altering addictive substances and
toxic suggestive or hypnotic information.
NO WHERE TO HIDE, JUST A TICKET TO RIDE
You could be thinking that negative emotional-response training is
not a dangerous implanted controlling power. Could it be that most
of „modern‟ humanity has been taught this way or are they
deliberately evil and not able to live happily together in an
abundantly exciting world without conflict? Whichever way it is
looked at, most human pursuits relate to questing for power and
security.
Instead of being possessed by the false limitations of emotional
slavery and governing health deceptions, you now have a black and
white option to invoke some practical magic by taking a big bite of
fruit from………… THE GARDEN OF OBJECTIVES.
Would it not be fantastic to live close to a universal library of

abundance, and if so, would you seek access to that library
regarding your own life?
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THE UNIVERSAL LIBRARY
Imagine such a library does exist and all you need is the location
and access requirements. Imagine that you do find your way into
this unique library of practical magic. What information would you
seek first?
FICTION OR NOT
Do plants use belief? Do fish use belief? Do animals use belief, or
do they all exist according to specific natural design?
Do you already know that modern-man has been directed into
supporting a hazardous false reality value-system called ‘Belief’?
We humans have shown that we can live according to most
environmental conditions including the mental/social
environments of governing authorities. Does this mean that if we
really did want to exist happily and harmoniously, it could only
occur by using a reality value-system based on universal knowledge
and non-competitive intent.
Is this not so?
There may be some passengers who still think that negative
emotional-response programming is not a major danger to their
existence and that the rest of us are not victim-slaves of the EgoBelief System’s manipulating powers. Especially for those
individuals, it is with your conviction that the information
contained within this tour-package is not true or worthy of use. But
more to the point, you must remain blinded and unable to
experience the freedom of knowledge without the subjective limits
of opinion or fear.

WARNING!
YOU ARE ENTERING THE WORLD
OF FREEDOM AND ABUNDANCE.
TURN BACK AT OWN RISK.
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CONSUMER COMMENT
“The Enthusiasm Portfolio has provided me with very useful knowledge about
how to easily stop being manipulated by potentially harmful business agendas.
My mental and physical health has improved significantly since completing
my census commitment and affirmation program. My self-perception of a
confused emotionally manipulated social victim has changed to a prosperous
and happy non-victim, just by activating a basic system-release-program. I am
extremely grateful and humbled by the portfolio‟s powerful natural approach
to harmful controlled unnatural circumstances, whatever they might include.
David Seymour, Henleys Hill, Cairns, Australia. 31.07.1991
JOURNEY‟S END
We have arrived at our destination. Have a good look around and think about
whether you have any real need or reason to return to the hazardous ways of
experiencing life as a servant to the Ego-Belief System. While you are here,
you may like to sample a few magic love-potions to enhance your appreciation
of this stimulating environment.
For what it is worth, it was the ancient Greeks who programmed this
particular journey and it was our leading physicists who have shown us the
bare essence and intent of life as an infinite energy-source which appears to
have no centre because it is everywhere, portrayed by everything that is
existent and non-existent. This energy does have a basic language formation
designed as a self-regulating electro-magnetic regenerating system driven by
two polarized hearts-of-intent, working in alternate co-ordination within an
expanding perimeter of super-natural creation. But think again,…..do you
want to stay here or go back?
Our last duty as your journey guides, is to ask how each of you feel about being
trapped and used by an often brutal slave-warden who exists in a world of
deceit and conflict,……. and whether you want to release your
inherited free-choice and move your intent into the World of
happiness and freedom from conflict.
Pandora, Eos and myself wish that you act wisely on what we all
really know and not what we people are programmed to believe.
Tithonus, Eos-Aurora and Pandora
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CEO MIND-BANK OF HUMANITY
The Ground-Zero Mind-Banking System

THREE LIFE-ENHANCING ACTION POLICIES:1. C.E.O. MIND-BANK OF HUMANITY..................

2. The Ground-Zero Global-Mind Banking
System.
3. Neuro Linguistic Programming ( NLP )
To the average Jo Blow or Jill Smith, these three valuable things probably
mean less than Jack Schitt. But, as our old and out of date systems collapse
around us, the value of these three things will mean much more to Humanity
than ever thought possible.
is a self-managing collective self which doesn‟t
rely on credit or debt creation.
THE CEO MIND-BANK

is a natural universal system of
individual self-management .
THE G-Z GLOBAL BANKING SYSTEM

N.L.P.

A scientific language system used by result-driven intent.

The following word descriptions may be of benefit for the „un-initiated‟.
Neuro: The concept that all behaviour is physiological ie, has its origins in
neurological processes such as sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. Simple
examples of links between trained emotional-response programming and
physical changes include butterflies in the stomach when we feel nervous or
going red with embarrassment, even when the situation may be artificially
created.
Linguistic: (Language) To make sense of information and communicate with
others, we use different forms of language to transfer meaning and negotiate
results.
Programming: Patterns of how we organize ideas and actions. Once a
pattern is learned, the brain will continue to use it until some different pattern

is learned.
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GETTING THE MOST
FROM EMOTIONAL CONDITIONS
BEGINNING WITH :-

OPINION and FEELING

Personal reality----our perception of life, the psychology and
metaphysics of our human conditions - is formed solely from
opinion. We perceive and act on what we believe, not what we
know as real or universal truth.
We mostly inherit our opinions and feelings from others, or construct them
from common role-modeled demonstrations such as cultural, religious and
organized crime. They identify us as predictable by forming and defining how
we falsely see the circumstances of the real world. Every opinion is different
and conflicting in essence, but universally linked by the value-system we all
know as „Belief’’.
With a bit of practice you can eliminate the majority of all anguish produced
from opinion. You‟ll gradually dismiss the remainder and free yourself from
the opinions you have acquired, as well as those you might think are your own
creation. This will liberate you from the negative emotion and hazardous
anguish it offers. Serenity
flows from universal knowledge. When you process circumstances with
universal knowledge things become morally ethical, clearly accountable and
socially responsible, so that wherever you go there will be continual harmony,
adventure and opportunity.
For life‟s circumstances to generate negative emotion, they have to contradict
your opinion. If circumstances don‟t contradict one of your opinions, your
reaction is neutral. When circumstances enhance your opinions, they generate
positive emotion for you.
The centre of all anguish lies in the issue of opinion and
contradiction. Once you „get it‟, and see how it affects your life,
your well-being and the lives of others, you can take responsible
action and free yourself forever. If you want a powerful, happy
existence, get a grip on the issue of contradiction - and you will be
eternally free!
PERSONAL MIND IMPRESSION
“My mind is now programmed to accept
contradictions as natural and I have no need

to react to them in an un-empowered way.”
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CONTRADICTION AND EXPECTANCY

There are multiple benefits when you can see how the
contradictions of life affect you. You can eliminate some of the
negative effects immediately. You can also design your life to avoid
most of them. And you can adopt practical tools that allow you to
happily accept those contradictions you can‟t avoid.
By doing these actions, you return to your truest natural state,
serene, happy, and entertained by the wonder and grace of this
unique gift of consciousness we call life.
WHAT WE ARE TOLD
We have to embrace infinity inside a mortal experience.
We have to „believe‟ in a supreme power we can‟t see.
We have to learn to love in a dimension where there is so much hatred.
We have to develop self-worth while people control us.
We have to see beauty where there is distortion.
We have to be non-corrupt in a corrupted world.

Transcendence is nothing more than accepting the contradictions
of life without resistance, but embracing these contradictions is not
what we are taught. We are taught to resist.
As soon as you agree to stop resisting, everything becomes
more comfortable and enjoyable. All of life‟s circumstances are
neutral. Life has no particular quality, positive or negative, other
than the labels we give it - What is, is! Never forget that it‟s
always the Belief System‟s intentions that are responsible
for the creation and maintenance of the programs which
keeps people controlled.
PERSONAL MIND IMPRESSION

“The circumstances of life have no particular quality.
They are neutral. Its only HOW and WHY I to respond

to them, that allows or denies happiness and prosperity.”
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EMOTION AND DESIRE
When ideas come together to form an opinion, and when that
opinion is seen by you to be pleasing, the personality backs that
opinion by investing it with emotion.
Emotion is the tool the personality uses to grant credibility and
value to opinions. It‟s how the personality feels worthwhile and
gets what it wants. It can wield emotion like a sledge-hammer,
manipulating others to its needs and desires.
How does this system work? We start with an idea; we back it with
reasoning to confirm the idea to ourselves. Then we lace it with
emotion, investing ourselves in it. Then we go through emotional
power-plays, doing whatever it takes, in an attempt to get what we
want. When circumstances call our bluff, we are devastated.
The thing you desire - fame, success, money, opportunity,
romance, etc, - will usually come to you in part, through the actions
of others. It‟s your fellow humans who help carry your desires from
the nebulous metaphysics of possibility to your immediate reality,
where you get to feast upon the produce of your dreams.
Build your own road into the future. Take fifteen minutes of each
day to visualize, as though granted, the condition or circumstance
you want. Create a mental setting, see yourself with the object of
your desire. Become a part of it, let it become a part of you. Then
go and do something that moves you towards your dreams something powerful and positive.

PERSONAL MIND IMPRESSION

“I use emotion, not as a self-indulgent tool to
attract attention or promote myself. I act powerfully
and concisely and create energy for others”.
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FEAR-----THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
It‟s the death of things that scares us. Not just the physical death,
but the termination of familiar things - the end of a relationship, a
job, a habit or addiction. Sometimes it‟s a rhythm that is about to
change, or your location, or a feeling of certainty you‟ve clung to.
It‟s change we resist. Yet change is nature‟s way of keeping you
alive and fresh. We live in a rapidly developing world. If you are
not changing, life is leaving you behind. Things will get tougher,
not easier.
Once you can accept change and endings, and not see them as
personal affronts, most of your fear will dissipate. By attempting to
hang on to circumstances and conditions whose energy is spent,
your well-being and energy is being depleted.
Fear of change, fear of the unknown is only an emotional program.
You don‟t have to know what will happen in the future to feel safe.
But you can use programs-of-change that can improve your life
and the lives of others.

PERSONAL MIND IMPRESSION

“All fear is nothing more than Ego‟s expectancy
of an upcoming contradiction. It is the most
dangerous emotional response. I have replaced
it with objective awareness of developing PERSONAL
POWER.”
WHEN IN DOUBT…..STOP!

WHEN YOU KNOW…….GO!
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REPLACING CONFUSION WITH UNIVERSAL VISION
Confusion occurs as a systematic mind-game side-effect used
throughout most western communities, which clouds what one
knows or doesn‟t know. It allows for indecisive action, poor
reasoning and instability, usually manifesting as erratic behaviour
and irresponsible choices.
Confusion comes, first and foremost, from ignorance and lack of
intent to seek the clarity of knowledge. Confusion is often used to
avoid the emotional „fear„ of its associated truth.
In helping others resolve their confusion, never ask the individual
what they think, always ask how they feel about their issues. Then
ask them what they want. Help them discover whether they really
want what it is they think they want.
Then get them to look at whether their want is reasonable. Most
individuals are professional dreamers who in fact, only need
dreaming. They don‟t want the responsibility or the action required
to materialize their dreams. The down-side of confusion includes
system-victim creations, widespread health and safety hazards and
costly relationship conflicts. The up-side includes a realistic way of
avoiding facts, unwanted issues and attached emotional fears.

PERSONAL MIND- IMPRESSION

“ Confusion is just plain ignorance. It is one
of Ego‟s systematic ways of controlling its
victim-host. When I use clear lateral vision
of the real facts there is no confusion
or objective-truth denial.”
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REMOVING FRUSTRATION

Frustration comes from expectancy, the emotional outcropping of
which is desire. Most frustration stems from slotting hopes and
plans into preselected timeframes which you consider necessary to
support your intentions.
When it comes to relying on people we usually try to slot
individuals into patterns that suit us, - a futile exercise in self
destruction.
The main source of frustration for many people is the experience of
not getting what they want. One solution to that is not want
whatever it is you think you want. If you can‟t manage that, at least
want less things. The more things you have to have, the more
vulnerable you become. If you are mature and emotionally
educated, you‟ll need nothing from anyone - and what little you do
need you can provide for yourself.
Remember, most of the things you think you need are Egodesigned to bolster your image and your perception of security.
You‟ll waste a lot of energy satisfying Ego, the warden of your
emotional bondage. As soon as it‟s got what it wants it ignores all
your efforts and promptly nails another list of demands on your
forehead.
Ego, your personal custodian of how you experience and respond
to the circumstances of life, will always strive to enforce existing
programmed response effects. Any alternative action would involve
taking control of how you feel by adding quality-of-life
empowerment programs which improve how you respond to
circumstances.
PERSONAL MIND IMPRESSION

“Frustration comes from the victim-addiction of
being a slave to Ego‟s timing and delivery of it‟s
desires. I now happily accept what I can„t change,

and work on what I can.”
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SPIRITUAL AWARENESS (SA) and SAFEST OPTIONS
Who would ever want SA ? Surely, if it was good for Humanity wouldn‟t we all
be using it by now? What has it achieved, apart from a greater distance from
„mass suffering‟? Is there any evidence to show that SA can stop wars,
crime or environmental destruction? What motive or intention would anyone
have to possess it, or be possessed by it?
Would World powers let us have SA if it could disrupt their programs?
Hardened corporate ‟Business-Heads‟ who implement mass-programs and
profit from people-control systems do not own human resources, but they do
train us to be ignorant, gullible and virtually blind to our ability to exist with
natural universal vision.
The hazardous hypnotic clutches of the „Ego-Belief Capitalistic War-Machine‟
are still empowered and controlling how the World‟s life-forms exist.
Corporations are not showing any interest in SA, or producing any effective
quality-of-life change-programs for their customers.
Physics says that the supreme ‟Spirit‟ represents the absolute Universe and
workings. And the relative ‟Awareness‟ represents its own absolute selfawareness and constant intent. How does that help our conflicts?
A demonstrated community model of Collective Life-Awareness and Selfresponsibility is probably our best and safest remaining option to negotiate
any chance of achieving a more humane life-support system.
For those who are silenced or are not able to effectively represent themselves
and the diminishing numbers who are, the opportunity to provide a powerful
contribution to celebrating the resurrection of the universal Mother System
has finally arrived.
PERSONAL MIND IMPRESSION

2009/13
I have found my true natural self,
and I am free from the destructive energies of
SYSTEM DECEPTIONS and
LIFE-DESTROYING PROGRAMS.
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MENTAL FREEDOM
At the level that most people relate to the notion of freedom, it means the freedom to
express ourselves however they wish; to choose work or career, friends, politics,
religion or where to live. Yet there is another way to understand freedom. At its most
vital level, it means the freedom to be, to be the beautiful, conscious person you are.
It is to be inwardly free, not restricted or bound by any sense of personal limitation,
not subject to negative emotional reactivity. You always feel relaxed, at peace, and
open to life at each and every moment.
As you begin to master the art of being free in this way, your life becomes a more
harmonious, deeply satisfying flow. Out of your relaxed state of contentment in the
present, you do what you feel called to do, what you love to do, or simply, whatever
needs to be done. Authentic action, or doing, flows out naturally of being. As Lao Tzu
said, in the Tao Te Ching: The way to do is to be.
As a result of what you do, you will have certain results, the fruits of your actions,
whether in your relationships, work, health, recreation, money situation, or whatever.
You will be able to enjoy these results fully because you are not depending upon them
for your inner peace and well-being. Because you know how to be, you already are at
peace within. The outer gifts in life are like a bonus, icing on the cake.
So, how do you get to this state of inner freedom, the freedom simply to be? The
quickest and simplest path I know of, and the subject of ENTHUSIASM, is to
undergo the shift in perception that leads directly to inner freedom.
What is that shift? Essentially, it is seeing the universal truth, that you are not your
story. You are not any story. You are not your psychological and emotional history,
nor are you your self image. You are not your cultural, ethnic, national, social, or
religious story.
All your stories, memories, experiences, have shaped your personality but they are
still only your stories. They may have been real once, but are definitely not real now.
They are an illusory world existing between your ears, in the form of fleeting
thoughts, beliefs, pictures, and ideas of self, with corresponding feelings and
emotions in your body.
When conflict or suffering arises, or when your buttons get pushed, it is because a
person or an event, real or imagined, contradicts your view or expectation, your story,
about the way things should be, or ought to be. The conflict is experienced as a
disturbing feeling or emotion, whether it be anxiety, fear, or something else, in your
body.
However, the upsetting feelings and emotions only exist because of the stories that
fuel them, which keeps them alive. When you are not holding onto any story in your
mind, but are simply very aware and relaxed in the present, your emotional state is
always one of ease, harmony, and flow. This is a very important point to understand if
you are at all interested in finding true inner peace.
What can be said to be real right now is the fact that you are alive, present, and

reading ENTHUSIASM. What is real now is that you exist. You are conscious of
existing, or being alive. In fact, your true nature, the one thing that is always present,
whether you are asleep or awake, whether you are aware of it or not, is consciousness
itself.
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THIS SPACE
RESERVED FOR
LEGAL INCLUSIONS

QUEENSLAND OTHER
LEGISLATION
(MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS) ACT 2000
Act No. 58 of 2000

CRIMINAL CODE
The item repeals section 432 of the Criminal Code which creates
an offence for any person who pretends to exercise or use any
kind of witchcraft, sorcery, enchantment or conjuration,
or undertakes to tell fortunes, or pretends from the person‟s skill or
knowledge in any occult science to discover where or in what
manner anything supposed to have been stolen or lost may be
found.
Amendment
1. Section 432
Omit.

THIS SPACE RESERVED
FOR LEGAL INCLUSIONS

-

-
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EMOTIONAL HEALING---2nd DOSE
People often begin the spiritual life as an escape from the miseries of their
worldly life. They may seek to be free from negative emotional responses such
as anger, fear, frustration and resentment while desiring the more natural
pleasant emotions such as happiness, passion and love. This is the way we
begin, but it is not the way we can end. The ending, which is surrender, is the
recognition that no escape is possible or necessary. This means to fully
embrace whatever appears in consciousness, rather than ignoring any of it.
The usual strategies for achieving happiness involve either repressing the
negative emotions in hope that they will be pushed from sight, or expressing
them in hope that they will be released. Unfortunately, neither strategy
reflects the real truth of one‟s inherent self, which is an unmoving purity of
being that exists deeper than any emotion and remains unaffected by any
emotion. When you do not define yourself by emotional states, then the
emotions are free to arise because they don‟t mean anything about who you
are. You know directly that all states are simply passing through the pure
space that is your nature.
To directly experience any emotion is to neither deny it or wallow in it,…and
this means that there can be no story about it. There can be no story line about
the person it is happening to, why it is happening to, why it is happening or
suggested cause. True innocence is the capacity to directly experience what is
here right now.
Openness, the willingness to see and feel confident, even if what appears
seems absolutely suspicious. True innocence is not naiveté, nor is it delusion.
However, the willingness to be innocent does involve vulnerability. This
willingness to be vulnerable is what the term „spiritual warrior‟ really means.
In the willingness to stop the suffering, which means > the willingness to stop
the story about the anguish > it can be experienced just as it is. What was
previously thought of as unbearable can be experienced with an open mind, a
mind that has dropped all definitions and is no longer closed around some
idea about the experience.
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The truth is that when you really experience any negative emotion, with no
story, it disappears. And when you truly experience any positive emotion, it
grows. But, because there is not much in our culture that confirms this
astounding revelation, we spend our lives chasing positive emotions and
running from negative emotions.
If you think you are fully experiencing a negative emotion and it remains
intense, then recognize that there is still some story being told about it. It may
be how big it is, how you will never be able to get rid of it, how it will always
come back, how dangerous it is to experience it. Whatever your story of the
moment may be, the possibilities of postponing direct experience are endless.
For instance, when you are irritated, the usual tendency is to do something to
get rid of the irritation or place blame on yourself or on someone or something
else as the cause of the irritation. Then the story lines around irritation begin
to develop. It is actually possible to do nothing with irritation: not to try to
push it out of awareness or get rid of it, but to directly experience it. In the
moment that irritation arises, it is possible to simply be completely and freely
irritated - without expressing it or repressing it.
Direct experiencing often reveals a deeper emotion. Irritation, for instance,
may be just a ripple on the surface. Deeper than irritation, there may actually
be rage or fear. Again, the goal is neither to get rid of the emotion nor to
analyze it, but to directly experience it. If rage or fear is revealed to be beneath
the irritation, then let your awareness go deeper: let yourself be absolutely
angry or fearful, without acting out or repressing.
Fear is often the biggest challenge because it is what most people habitually
attempt to keep away. Of course, as they try to keep it away, it grows even
larger and hovers even closer.
You can actually be open to fear. You can experience being afraid without any
need to say you are afraid, and without following any thought of being afraid.
You can just simply experience fear itself.
The fear in question is not physiologically appropriate fear. The response to
physical danger - fight or flight - is natural and appropriate to the human
organism. It is hardwired into the body for survival. It is appropriate, for
instance, to get out of the way of an approaching avalanche.
The fears that need to be directly met, all the way through, are the
psychological fears, the fears that keep our energy and attention bound
unnecessarily in protection and defense, such as the fear of emotional

anguish.
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When a psychological fear is met rather than resisted or run
from, it often reveals deeper layers of emotion. If you are willing to
experience these emotional layers all the way through, you will
finally approach what appears to be a deep abyss. This abyss is
what the mind perceives as nothingness, emptiness. This is an
important moment, because the willingness to be absolutely
nothing, to be nobody, is the willingness to be free. All of those
other emotional states are layers of defense against this experience
of nothingness - the death of who you think you are. Once the
defenses are down, once the door is open, then this nothingness
that has been feared can be met fully. This meeting reveals the
secret gem of truth that has been hidden in the core of your own
heart all along. The diamond discovered is you.
Fear, anger, grief, and despair exist only when linked to a story.
This is an amazing, simple, yet profound discovery! Check it out for
yourself. You can actually recognize that what you are running
away from does not, in truth, finally exist, and what you are
running toward is already there.
In Western spiritual subculture, people are fairly open to
experiencing their emotions because it can create a sense of
freedom, sometimes becoming a cover for the fear of experiencing
no emotion whatsoever. Defining yourself as an emotional being is
perhaps a step deeper than defining yourself as a purely mental
being, but it is not all the way home.
What you avoid in defining yourself as an emotional being is
emotionless-ness, nothingness and emptiness. Once you have
experienced pure emptiness, you know directly, that who you are
cannot be defined by any mental or emotional state, and this
knowledge is pure freedom.
From the heart of pure life - your invitation has been waiting - not
for you to get rid of any emotion, not to dramatize or glorify any
emotion, but to discover what every emotion is calling for. This is
an invitation to uncover your natural authentic passionate-for-life

self,………………
before who you think you are dies at the
hands of a brutal system executive who is engrossed only in it‟s
own pleasures at the expense of your physical and mental welfare.
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WHAT HAVE WE BEEN SUPPORTING
Into the maelstrom: Perhaps this is what Arguelles meant about the Galactic
Synchronization that‟s going to hit us when the Mayan Calendar goes dead in
2012. Exponential expansion of consciousness. Things flying at us way too fast
for us to handle.
Like functioning in your sleep. Simultaneous events going on. You‟re in more
than one place at once. Pastpresentfuture all happening at the same time.
Jumbled images careening in multiple directions. Air traffic control needed on
your own thoughts.
Diary of 9/11 running. Events that changed the world. How to present it? Put
it on a CD, sell on internet, make money? No time, recorder‟s running and the
fuse is lit; people are waiting for this information. Vision of man in north
tower. Wears glasses, eyes wide, tearing at his shirt. He didn‟t survive. But he
called on phone, saw people in cockpit as plane screamed towards impact.
Horrible dream we all have. What‟s it like in those last few moments? Tiny
silhouettes holding hands, falling. Would they find them in the pyroclastic
dust? That‟s the past.
What did it mean? Sorry. We can‟t tell you what happened. It‟s classified.
National security, you know.
Future. Bush has issued orders. Or maybe it was Jonah Kohn. Summary
executions ordered for suburbs. Looting out of control. Post-disaster rules
have changed. ATM machines don‟t work. People dragged off to death camps.
Win a free trip to Camp Ashcroft! Solders everywhere, wearing masks,
speaking foreign languages. Don Stacy (I‟ve never met him) and I are driving
like crazy on a two-lane road through swamp. Loudspeakers saying
something. I think I saw this in Terminator movie. We have a document that
says something important. As if it mattered at this point. Helicopters overhead
sweep their floodlights in our eyes.
Present. My sheets are covered in sweat, I am thrashing about. In the
darkness, I see the green light of my computer. Get up and write this? Sleep
impossible. I have a verbal transcript of what 9/11 has done to the world
playing in my head. It‟s an excuse to kill everyone. It‟s all just a dream, a
nightmare. But I am awake. And then I realize. That‟s the problem.
Exponential expansion of consciousness. Coming soon to a planet near you.
Tangents. Competing directions of thought. Which way to go? What is the
safest? What is the most important? Are they the same? Should you forget
your loved ones and go for the money? That‟s what schools, magazines and the

TV tell us. Forget your children. Where‟s the beer? Where‟s the Prozac?
Anyone for Claritin?
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Tangents. Present.
Your relatives. The ones you can‟t convince about what‟s actually going on.
They are sitting rigidly on the edge of their sofa, watching black-and-white
military channel about how the British won the Battle of Bulge. I tell them
curtly, viciously. Switch to Al-Jazeerah channel. Watch U.S. solders sexually
torturing children in front of naked Iraqi mothers, weeping through the bars.
My relatives adjust their collars, and disdainfully retort: “John, how could you
be so inappropriately uncouth?” I see their eyes turn to kaleidoscopes.
Tangents. Future.
The chip is implanted in your arm. You can pay your phone bill with a wave.
Only you can‟t talk to anybody they can‟t hear. Worst, you tell a secret to a
friend. The friend tells Mother Homeland Security. They come and take your
children. Your children are convinced you are wrong. You see them wearing
little olive uniforms, practicing identifying the enemy by the color of their
skin, by what they wear. Smiling Tom Ridge tells of new Boy Scout merit
badge: shooting prostitutes on street corners. Patriotic music in hip hop
format blares.
Tangents. Past.
Follow the money as far back as you can. Meyer Amscheld Bauer. When
Ferdinand and Isabella threw our cousins out of Spain, they went to England.
Fiat currency started as a little bat and grew into a dragon that devoured the
whole world. Every U.S. president who was assassinated spoke first about a
government by the people printing their own money.
The spiffy skyscraper skylines everybody‟s so proud of - can you say Kuala
Lumpur? - are actually spiritual tumors on human society, dragging everyone
toward destruction with their glittering illusions. Every person in every war
died to improve the profit margin in some banker‟s ledger. You don‟t have
enough money to pay your bills this month. Don‟t worry. New program
coming in U.S. - turn in a terrorist for cash. America as the New Salem, and
the witches have traces of C-4 explosive on their hands, or so the military says
as it sentences them to death by a 2-1 vote.
Humans have made the world their toilet bowl and are now caught in the
whirlpool flow. Look! You can see the little people waving as they get sucked
into the maw. Ah, the Coreolis force. Sometimes once you get things started
it‟s not so easy to stop them. Dick Cheney needs to be on TV doing Tidy Bowl
commercials. Flush the little people away and we‟ll have a peaceful planet, it‟s
that simple. Only don‟t ask us how we did it.
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DYING WITH FEAR
America is the home of the free and the land of the brave. You saw it so clearly
at Abu Ghraib prison, when terrified American soldiers didn‟t care whether
the people they tortured were innocent. They were just following orders. The
New America, just following orders, no matter whom it kills. The world is
watching. And waiting for an opportunity to appropriately respond to this
despotic capitalist insanity. Something to ponder, as America destroys itself.
At this point, the world will help us. Destroy ourselves, that is. It will be a
public service.
Tangent Present.
It‟s a good life. People love you. Your contentment is dependant on not paying
attention to what‟s going on. So you turn the channel. Mmmm, NASCAR.
Listen to the engines roar. Turn up the volume. So you can‟t hear the screams
of Palestinian children with bullets in their bodies. Or of American women
who have flaming pustules in their bellies, put there by their brave soldier
husbands with radioactive semen who shot all those foreign women from a
distance so they didn‟t have to see their faces.
Tangent Future.- Take a deep breath. Suck that barium into your lungs. You
know, barium, the stuff that floats down from the sky that the government put
there for it‟s over-the-horizon radar program and to manipulate the weather.
Put your faith in the Lord, the preacher rails. Inside the confessional, you
make your ablutions, ask forgiveness. Through the latticed grate, the face of
Donald Rumsfeld becomes visible.
Worried about the future? Relax. It‟s only a dream. But why are you telling me
you are awake?
When the powers that be ran out of rival societies to conquer and exploit and
indigenous innocents to enslave, they devised an ingenious plan to perpetuate
their demonic, moneymaking war machine - they invented fictional characters
to pursue and annihilate, and recruited improvised souls to act out these roles.
Now, from John Kaminski, the author of „America‟s Autopsy Report‟ and ‟The
Day America Died‟, a new collection of essays titled „The Perfect Enemy, on a
website near you:
Fear propaganda reference only: http://www.johnkaminski.com/
apart from objective reference for readers!
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CONCLUSIVE SUMMARY

2012

PSYCH-MASTER „EGO/SATAN‟ IS IN CLOSURE-STATUS.

No longer is there reason for population excesses and
pollutant consumerism.
The last rites have been issued and signed off.
The end is at hand. Time is up and that‟s that!
BUT WAIT! THERE IS ONE LAST OPTION!
YOU HAVE A MAGICAL MASTER-KEY IN YOUR HANDS,
IT‟S UNCONDITIONAL/FREE AND EASY TO USE.
IT WORKS FOR EVERYONE AND
IT IS HAS AN ABSOLUTE
GUARANTEE OF
SUCCESS
!!!
YOUR OWN CENSUS DECLARATION!
Congratulations, you have automatically completed your census of intent
within a sub-conscious dimension of reality creation. You also have newer
awareness of love, self-responsibility, self respect and consequences of
treating the self and each other as precious brothers or sisters.
GUIDE SUGGESTION: Before

your census commitment statement
actually becomes a firmly empowered sub-conscious program,
double check that you are fully aware of what consequences you
have requested to be sent directly to you..
Ask yourself: “Have I taken possession of my Ego-Belief lifecontrol center or am I still a slave to its emotional demands?”
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YOUR OWN ETERNAL GOLD-MIND
What NLP is and how valuable it is to everyone.
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) is the use of word-meanings, which
describes how the language of our mind produces the qualities of our
behavior.
NLP takes the viewpoint of looking at "how" the system works, not why.
The most un-used official definition is that NLP is a powerful way to control
and manipulate individuals and populations who support and rely on EgoBelief Systems for security and sense of self. It is about world power!
In practical terms, NLP is about continuous success for its consumers.
Can anyone do it?
If you understand anything about computers, you already understand
something about how NLP works!
Computers are about man-machine interface. NLP is about mind-body
interface. The entire process is very similar! Maybe it‟s time to learn about
your own personal computer …..your mind!
NLP cannot be dismissed as just another hustle. Its theoretical underpinnings
represent an ambitious attempt to codify and synthesize the insights of
linguistics, body language, and the study of communication systems.•
NLP is the main method of controlling the thoughts and actions of whole
populations.
During your own DIY NLP adventure you can learn how to:
EXPERIENCE A WONDERFUL HAPPY LIFE
Master language & communication
Always get agreement.
Get the information you want, when you want it.
Elegantly disagree with others, without offending them.
Uncover hidden agendas.
Get your point across without resistance.

Get your listener curious and interested.
Use metaphors and stories with a purpose.
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Gain total control of your life
Eliminating negative emotions.
Make the right decisions.
Get to know what you really want.
Get motivated and stay motivated.
Create the kind of future you really want.
Understand your own internal time machine and how it
creates your future..
Eliminate limiting beliefs and decisions.
Learn how to visualize your future so it‟s more exciting.
NLP is out of the „corporate-control box-of-tricks‟. Humanity‟s time to get
used to how it is already creating everyone‟s life has arrived.
The Subconscious Mind, in accordance with stored and referenced ongoing
thoughts feelings, emotions, beliefs, prejudices, expectations and other
learned and programmed data originating within the Ego of rational
Conscious Sphere of Mind activity during the current life experience, reprocesses the data before outputting the data to be displayed on the „screen‟ of
the Conscious Mind, which people then call their „experience‟, „sense of
being‟,--- - their „life‟.
Accepting the universal truth or absolute facts of human reality may seem a
little distasteful, but our programmed Ego-Belief cultures have become a
critical global issue which Humanity has no live way or valid reason to deny
or avoid any longer.
Be assured that no person, community or greater population is ever
confronted by a situation or challenge that cannot be negotiated.
ENTHUSIASM IS NATURE‟S POWER FOR YOU TO USE!
IT‟S EASY!

IT‟S ETERNALLY FREE!

IT WORKS FOR ALL!

DON‟T SHARE ENTHUSIASM BECAUSE IT WORKS LIKE MAGIC,

SHARE IT BECAUSE IT IS ABUNDANT, ETERNAL AND FUN!
DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD HAVE THEM DO UNTO YOU.
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